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SYNOPSIS [FROM THE COVER] 
“Amazon, Apple, Facebook, and Google are the four most influential companies on the planet. Just about 
everyone thinks they know how they got there. Just about everyone is wrong. For all that’s been written 
about the Four over the last two decades, no one has captured their power and staggering success as 
insightfully as Scott Galloway. Instead of buying the myths these companies broadcast, Galloway asks 
fundamental questions. How did the Four infiltrate our lives so completely that they’re almost impossible 
to avoid (or boycott)? Why does the stock market forgive them for sins that would destroy other firms? 
And as they race to become the world’s first trillion-dollar company, can anyone challenge them?” 

 
 
QUOTES ABOUT AMAZON  
“Walmart was the great leveler. But most consumers don’t want to be equal; they want to be special. And a sizable 
fraction of the consuming population will pay a premium for that attention. That fraction also tends to be the 
consumers with the most disposable income.” 
  
“The retailer that truly defined the specialty retail era was The Gap. Rather than spending money on advertising, 
The Gap invested in store experience, becoming the first lifestyle brand. You felt cool shopping at The Gap, while 
buying a Pottery Barn couch gave a generation of Americans the sense that they had “arrived.” Specialty retailers 
recognized that even shopping bags offered a self-expressive benefit—if you carried Williams-Sonoma, you were 
cool, enjoyed the finer things in life, and had a passion for cooking.” 
  
“Amazon Marketplace now accounts for $40 billion, or 40 percent, of Amazon’s sales. Sellers, content with the 
massive customer flow, feel no compulsion to invest in retail channels of their own. Meanwhile, Amazon gets the 
data and can enter any business (begin selling products themselves) the moment a category becomes attractive.” 
 
“History favors the bold. Compensation favors the meek. As a Fortune 500 company CEO, you’re better off taking 
the path often traveled and staying the course. Big companies may have more assets to innovate with, but they rarely 
take big risks or innovate at the cost of cannibalizing a current business. Neither would they chance alienating 
suppliers or investors. They play not to lose, and shareholders reward them for it—until those shareholders walk 
and buy Amazon stock. Most boards ask management: “How can we build the greatest advantage for the least 
amount of capital/investment?” Amazon reverses the question: “What can we do that gives us an advantage that’s 
hugely expensive, and that no one else can afford?”  
  
QUOTES ABOUT APPLE 
“Objects are often considered holy or sacred if they are used for spiritual purposes, such as the worship of gods. 
Steve Jobs became the innovation economy’s Jesus—and his shining achievement, the iPhone, became the conduit 
for his worship, elevated above other material items or technologies. We thus have, in essence, fetishized the iPhone, 
and in the process opened the door to a new kind of corporate extremism to emerge.” 
  



“For all the good that Jobs did for Apple, he was also a destructive force inside the company. He bullied employees; 
his attitudes around philanthropy and inclusiveness were small; his mercurial personality and megalomania kept 
Apple perpetually in borderline chaos. His death ended the company’s historic run of innovation, but it also let 
Apple, under Tim Cook, focus on predictability, profitability, and scale. You can see the results on the balance sheet: 
if profits are a sign of success, in fiscal year 2015 Apple was the most successful firm in history, registering $53.4 
billion in net profit.” 
  
“Historically, the masses haven’t had access to luxury, so they journeyed to churches and saw chalices encrusted in 
jewels, gleaming chandeliers, the most beautiful art in the world. They started to associate the combined aesthetic 
overwhelm from superior artisanship with the presence of God. This is the cornerstone of luxury. Thanks to the 
Industrial Revolution and the rise of general prosperity, luxury, in the twentieth century, came within reach of 
hundreds of millions, even billions, of people.” 
  
“You would be amazed at how many people still believe, against all evidence, that Steve Jobs actually invented all of 
Apple’s great products. As if he sat at a lab table in the R&D department at Apple headquarters in Cupertino and 
soldered chips on a tiny motherboard . . . until boom! he gave the world the iPod. Actually, that was Steve Wozniak 
with the Apple 1 a quarter century before. Steve Jobs was a genius—but his gifts lay elsewhere. And nowhere was 
that genius more visible than when business experts everywhere were proclaiming the “disintermediation” of tech—
the disappearance of the physical distribution and retail channels as they were replaced by the virtualization of e-
commerce. Jobs understood, as none of his peers did, that whereas content, even commodity products, might be sold 
online, if you wanted to sell electronics hardware as premium-priced luxury items, you had to sell them like other 
luxury items. That is, in shining temples, under brilliant lights, with ardent young “genius” salespeople at your beck 
and call.” 
 
QUOTES ABOUT FACEBOOK 
“What we learn on the social network, and especially on Facebook’s subsidiary Instagram, creates ideas and desires. 
A friend posts an image wearing J.Crew sandals in Mexico, or drinking an Old Fashioned on the rooftop of the Soho 
House Istanbul, and we want to own/experience these things, too. Facebook gestates intent better than any 
promotion or advertising channel. Once in pursuit, we go to Google or Amazon to see where to get it. Thus 
Facebook is higher up the funnel than Google. It suggests the “what,” while Google supplies the “how” and Amazon 
the “when” you will have it.” 
  
“The study found that the depth and meaningfulness of a person’s relationships is the strongest indicator of level of 
happiness.” 
  
“Churchill said that WWII was won with British brains, American brawn, and Russian blood. Facebook has all three. 
If you’re wondering which of the three you are, as the customer, it means you’re the blood.” 
  
“Facebook has already appropriated (that is, stolen) other Snapchat ideas, including Quick Updates, Stories, selfie 
filters, and one-hour messages. The trend will only continue—unless the government gets in the way. Facebook is a 
Burmese python consuming a cow. While the cow goes in, the snake takes its shape. After digesting, it returns to its 
normal shape, but bigger.” 
  
“In the meantime, Facebook will steadily neuter traditional media. The New York Times, for example, gets about 15 
percent of its online traffic from Facebook.29 The Times agreed to let Facebook post its articles natively on the 
platform. That means you can read the whole article without leaving Facebook and stepping onto the Times’ site. 
The quid pro quo was that the Times gets to keep the ad revenues. Sound familiar? That may sound good, but the 
reality is that it leaves Facebook in control. That means it can increase or decrease its customers’ exposure to the 
Times as it chooses, and swap in and out other media content when Facebook feels like it. This reduces what was 
once one of the proudest institutions and brands in American media to a commodity supplier.” 
  
QUOTES ABOUT GOOGLE 
“Google is a modern man’s god. It’s our source of knowledge—ever-present, aware of our deepest secrets, 
reassuring us where we are and where we need to go, answering questions from trivial to profound. No institution 
has the trust and credibility of Google: About one out of six queries posed to the search engine have never been 
asked before.17 What rabbi, priest, scholar, or coach has so much gravitas that he or she is presented with that many 



questions never before asked of anybody? Who else inspires so many queries of the unknown from all corners of the 
world?” 
 
“Google answers every question. Our pagan ancestors lived mostly with mysteries. God heard your prayers but 
didn’t answer many of them. If God did speak to you, it meant you were hearing voices, a red flag in any 
psychological assessment. Most religious people feel watched over, but still don’t (always) know what to do. Unlike 
our ancestors, we are able to find safety in facts. Our questions are answered immediately, our rest assured. How to 
detect carbon monoxide? Here are five ways. Google even highlights the top answer—here’s what you need to 
know, in big type, in case you’re freaking out right now.” 
  
“Prayers to Google, however, are answered. It offers knowledge to everyone, despite background or educational 
level—if you have a smartphone (88 percent of consumers) or an internet connection (40 percent), you can have any 
question answered. If you want to witness a small part of the staggering diversity of questions asked of Google in 
real time, go to google.com/about and scroll down to “What the world is searching for now.” Three and a half 
billion times each day human beings turn their gaze not upward but downward to their screen. We won’t be judged 
for asking the wrong question. Sheer ignorance is welcome—“What is Brexit?” “When is fever dangerous?” Or plain 
curiosity: “Best tacos in Austin.” And we pour out the deepest questions of our heart to our modern-day god: “Why 
is he not calling me back?” “How do you know if you should get a divorce?”  
  
“Apple is considered the most innovative company in the world. Amazon, the most reputable (whatever that 
means). Facebook is thought of as the best firm to work for. But the trust we place in Google is unrivaled.” 
  
“We place immense trust in the mechanism. About one in six Google queries are questions that have never been 
asked before. What other institution—professional or clergy—has so much credibility and trust that people bring 
their previously unanswerable questions to them? What guru is so wise that he inspired so many original 
questions?” 
  
“But God is much more: omniscient, omnipotent, and immortal. And of those three, Google is only the first—kinda. 
If Apple has managed to achieve a degree of immortality by converting itself into a luxury goods company, Google 
has accomplished the opposite: it has made itself into a public utility.” 
 
QUOTES ABOUT THE FOUR 
“So, despite its enormous market dominance—the greatest of any of the Four—Google is also uniquely vulnerable. 
Perhaps that’s why, of the Four, Google seems the most retiring, the most likely to remove itself from the limelight. 
“Gods don’t take curtain calls,” John Updike famously wrote of Ted Williams’s refusal to come out of the dugout to 
acknowledge the crowd after his last at bat. Lately, Google seems to prefer to keep its cap low over its eyes, rather 
than doff it.” 
  
“Facebook built its foundation on a second lie, repeated thousands of times in early meetings between Facebook’s 
army of sales reps and the world’s largest consumer brands: “Build big communities and you will own them.” 
Hundreds of brands invested hundreds of millions on Facebook to aggregate enormous branded communities 
hosted by Facebook. And by urging consumers to “like” their brands, they gave Facebook an inordinate amount of 
free advertising. After brands built this expensive house, and were ready to move in, Facebook barked, “Just 
kidding, those fans aren’t really yours; you need to rent them.” The organic reach of a brand’s content—percentage 
of posts from a brand received in a fan’s feed—fell from 100 percent to single digits. Now, if a brand wants to reach 
its community, it must advertise on—that is, pay—Facebook. This is similar to building a house and having the 
county inspector show up as you’re putting on the finishing touches. As she changes the locks she informs you, 
“You have to rent this from us.”  
  
“It’s pretty clear where Amazon is headed: 1) Take over the retail and media sectors, globally; and 2) Replace the 
delivery of all these products (goodbye UPS, FedEx, and DHL) with its own planes, drones, and autonomous 
vehicles. Sure, they’ll continue to hit speed bumps. However, their culture of innovation and access to infinite capital 
will roll right over them. Does anyone believe that any country (except perhaps China, protecting its own online 
retailer Alibaba) can resist?” 
  
 “In sum, it’s never been a better time to be exceptional, or a worse time to be average.” 
  



“On average, smart people who work hard and treat people well do better than people whose thinking is muddled, 
who are lazy, or who are unpleasant to colleagues. That has always been and will always be true—even if the 
occasional jerk proves the exception. However, talent and hard work only get you in the top billion on the planet. 
There are other, more subtle centrifuges and separators that create the cream of the digital age.” 
  
“Curiosity is crucial to success. What worked yesterday is out-of-date today and forgotten tomorrow—replaced by a 
new tool or technique we haven’t yet heard of. Consider that the telephone took 75 years to reach 50 million users, 
whereas television was in 50 million households within 13 years, the internet in 4,  . . . and Angry Birds in 35 days. In 
the tech era, the pace is accelerating further: it took Microsoft Office 22 years to reach a billion users, but Gmail only 
12, and Facebook 9. Trying to resist this tide of change will drown you. Successful people in the digital age are those 
who go to work every day, not dreading the next change, but asking, “What if we did it this way?” Adherence to 
process, or how we’ve always done it, is the Achilles’ heel of big firms and sepsis for careers. Be the gal who comes 
up with practical and bat-shit crazy ideas worth discussing and trying. Play offense: for every four things you’re 
asked to do, offer one deliverable or idea that was not asked for.” 
  
“Be loyal to people. People transcend corporations, and people, unlike corporations, value loyalty. Good leaders 
know they are only as good as the team standing behind them—and once they have forged a bond of trust with 
someone, will do whatever it takes to keep that person happy and on their team. If your boss isn’t fighting for you, 
you either have a bad boss or you are a bad employee.” 
  


